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  Date: Thu, Feb 8, 2018 at 10:21 AM
  WE were looking for a very specific Nain rug. Thanks to Karim, we found exactly what we were looking
for at a very good price. Karim showed us many many rugs while taking the time to educate us along the
way. Persian Rugs Depot is an excellent choice for finding the perfect rug.
  

Marina in Toronto

  On Jan 14, 2018 6:32 AM, London, Ontario "Hillary " wrote:

    
  Hello Marc:  We had a wonderful shopping experience with Karim yesterday.   He is so knowledgeable
and sincere and has a great sense of colour and decoration.  He honestly evaluated the carpets and
educated us on what features to consider.  With his guidance we chose a beautiful quality carpet that we
will treasure.   Please feel free to add my email to the testimonials on your website.  Best wishes,    Hillar
y London. Ontario
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  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------           Hi Marc - here are a few words of praise for ya!!!
    This  was one of the best purchasing experiences I have ever had. The rug  that I bought from Marc is
absolutely stunning. He was so very pleasant  and helpful throughout the whole process. We are spreading
the word to  all of our friends and family -- Marc and his quality of persian rugs  are simply the best!
Thanks Marc!   sincerely, Catherine Montgomery, Toronto,  proud owner of a Mashad  
    

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------

  "Mr. Poirier has a wonderful selection  of choice  carpets (both new  and antique) of the highest quality
with the best  prices  in Ontario. I  decorated my entire office building with his rugs, which  gives   elegance
and sophistication to my business.  I cannot recommend him   enough.  He saved me thousands of
dollars. You will not find a better   deal  anywhere." 
    
        Dr. Jon Mills
            Director, Mills Psychology Prof. Corp.
    
      

      
      www.MillsPsychology.ca
      
    

  
  JON MILLS, Psy.D., Ph.D., C.Psych.,  ABPP
Director, Mills Psychology Prof. Corp.
1104 Shoal Point Rd,  Ajax,  ON  L1S 1E2
Ph: 905-686-7184
Email: psychologist@sympatico.ca
Bus   Web: www.MillsPsychology.ca
Per   Web: www.processpsychology.com
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  I recently purchased a Persian rug  from Marc of Persian Rugs Depot (August 2010). I found Marc to be courteous  and knowledgeable.  His web site was up to date and his follow  up by e-mail and phone was exceptional. Marc gave refreshingly honest  advice
without any pressure tactics.
  I am very pleased with my Kashan rug  and plan on purchasing another one in the near future.  I have  recommended Persian Rugs Depot to friends and family.
  Surinder Shokar        Milton, Ontario
  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  "Good Evening Marc,
    When I laid the carpet down in  the dining room,  it seemed to morph and fit into the space almost  immediately. everyone that experiences the  carpet loves it. The other  carpet I have in the living room area has  similar colours in it so they  both work well together.
It truly is an  extraordinary carpet. I'm  using the Afghani carpet in the hallway of the  second floor.
      It was a pleasure meeting you. Thank  you very much. Let me know when you get some new items."
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      Wanda -Toronto, Ontario
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      "Hi Marc,
      Thank you once again for the gorgeous  rug. I  really enjoy looking at it."
      Jon - Toronto, Ontario
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  "Marc, I've bought 3 rugs from  you, and I recommend you regularly to my  friends and family. Many of my  friends have spent 5 times as much on synthetic persian rugs- I'm so  glad I found you and your amazing deeply discounted authentic rugs.  Thanks again."
    Ron - Hamilton, Ontario

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  "I have just purchased my 4th  rug from Persian Rugs Depot - Our home looks fabulous  with all the  different rugs and runners. Everyone comments on them!  The quality is   excellent, but perhaps more important to me is the honesty from Marc -   you are the best!
… thanks for your patience and letting us decide the  best rugs for our house. We even exchanged one after we brought it home  because we did the wrong measurements. Once again, thank you so very   much......"
    Bettina & Joe - Orangeville , Ontario
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    Hello Marc,

I enjoyed my morning with you and it made my experience buying my first Persian rug an absolute joy.
I love my new piece of art! Thank you.

      Frank I. - Richmond Hill , Ontario
    
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    I just love the rugs that Marc  sold me!  I love  them more every time I look at them! His enthusiasm  and commitment to  what he does shines through even on the telephone.  I  totally trust his  honesty and integrity.  The quality of my rugs is  amazing and I'm so 
grateful to have found my "rug expert."
THANK YOU Marc!   

Phyllis O'Neill - Etobicoke, Ontario

  
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  
      We have  bought four rugs from Marc. We  are committed customers, in fact if our  house were bigger we would have  more. We've been in the stores and  seen who has got what, and Marc's  rugs are the best. Prices are the  lowest we have seen and we have
checked many stores. He also makes it  fun to buy them. His knowledge and  taste for what we want are a big  part of buying from him. It's not like a  sales circumstance, but a  fascinating conversation with a friend. A  very involving friend, as his  love for these rugs is
infectious.  When  the conversation is over we  get to walk away with beautiful art to put  on the floors of our house  and enjoy every day! Thank you, Marc. You  are the best!
  

Tim W. Oakville, Ontario

  
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  
      Dear Marc, 
 Thank you for selling such beautiful rugs!  I truly love each one               you have  sold me and most of all, thank you for your friendship  and  thoughtfulness.   

Rose Lee Markham, Ontario

  
    --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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